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Singular Sensation
Frank Lloyd Wright has long been known as a rank egotist who held
in contempt almost everything aside from his own genius. Harder to
detect, but no less real, is a Wright who fully understood, and
suffered from, the choices he made. This is the Wright whom Paul
Hendrickson reveals in this masterful biography: the Wright who
was haunted by his father, about whom he told the greatest lie of his
life. And this, we see, is the Wright of many other neglected aspects
of his story: his close, and perhaps romantic, relationship with friend
and early mentor Cecil Corwin; the eerie, unmistakable role of fires
in his life; the connection between the 1921 Black Wall Street
massacre in Tulsa, Oklahoma, and the murder of his mistress, her
two children, and four others at his beloved Wisconsin home. In
showing us Wright's facades along with their cracks, Hendrickson
helps us form a fresh, deep, and more human understanding of the
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man. With prodigious research, unique vision, and his ability to
make sense of a life in ways at once unexpected, poetic, and
undeniably brilliant, he has given us the defining book on Wright.

Short Life
From one of America’s most-respected journalists and modern
historians comes the first full-length biography of Jimmy Carter, the
thirty-ninth president of the United States and Nobel
Prize–winning humanitarian. Jonathan Alter tells the epic story of
an enigmatic man of faith and his improbable journey from
barefoot boy to global icon. Alter paints an intimate and surprising
portrait of the only president since Thomas Jefferson who can fairly
be called a Renaissance Man, a complex figure—ridiculed and later
revered—with a piercing intelligence, prickly intensity, and biting
wit beneath the patented smile. Here is a moral exemplar for our
times, a flawed but underrated president of decency and vision who
was committed to telling the truth to the American people. Growing
up in one of the meanest counties in the Jim Crow South, Carter is
the only American president who essentially lived in three centuries:
his early life on the farm in the 1920s without electricity or running
water might as well have been in the nineteenth; his presidency put
him at the center of major events in the twentieth; and his efforts on
conflict resolution and global health set him on the cutting edge of
the challenges of the twenty-first. Drawing on fresh archival
material and five years of extensive access to Carter and his entire
family, Alter traces how he evolved from a timid, bookish
child—raised mostly by a black woman farmhand—into an
ambitious naval nuclear engineer writing passionate, never-beforepublished love letters from sea to his wife and full partner,
Rosalynn; a peanut farmer and civic leader whose guilt over staying
silent during the civil rights movement and not confronting the
white terrorism around him helped power his quest for racial justice
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at home and abroad; an obscure, born-again governor whose
brilliant 1976 campaign demolished the racist wing of the
Democratic Party and took him from zero percent to the
presidency; a stubborn outsider who failed politically amid the bad
economy of the 1970s and the seizure of American hostages in Iran
but succeeded in engineering peace between Israel and Egypt,
amassing a historic environmental record, moving the government
from tokenism to diversity, setting a new global standard for human
rights, and normalizing relations with China among other
unheralded and far-sighted achievements. After leaving office,
Carter eradicated diseases, built houses for the poor, and taught
Sunday school into his mid-nineties. This engrossing, monumental
biography will change our understanding of perhaps the most
misunderstood president in American history.

Always Look on the Bright Side of Life
“Brandon Hobson has given us a haunted work, full of voices old
and new. It is about a family’s reckoning with loss and injustice,
and it is about a people trying for the same. The journey of this
family’s way home is full—in equal measure—of melancholy and
love. The Removed is spirited, droll, and as quietly devastating as
rain lifting from earth to sky.” —Tommy Orange, author of There
There A RECOMMENDED BOOK FROM USA Today * O, the
Oprah Magazine * AARP * Alma * Biblio Lifestyle * Publishers
Weekly Steeped in Cherokee myths and history, a novel about a
fractured family reckoning with the tragic death of their son long
ago—from National Book Award finalist Brandon Hobson In the
fifteen years since their teenage son, Ray-Ray, was killed in a police
shooting, the Echota family has been suspended in private grief.
The mother, Maria, increasingly struggles to manage the onset of
Alzheimer’s in her husband, Ernest. Their adult daughter, Sonja,
leads a life of solitude, punctuated only by spells of dizzying
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romantic obsession. And their son, Edgar, fled home long ago,
turning to drugs to mute his feelings of alienation. With the
family’s annual bonfire approaching—an occasion marking both
the Cherokee National Holiday and Ray-Ray’s death, and a rare
moment in which they openly talk about his memory—Maria
attempts to call the family together from their physical and
emotional distances once more. But as the bonfire draws near, each
of them feels a strange blurring of the boundary between normal life
and the spirit world. Maria and Ernest take in a foster child who
seems to almost miraculously keep Ernest’s mental fog at bay.
Sonja becomes dangerously fixated on a man named Vin,
despite—or perhaps because of—his ties to tragedy in her lifetime
and lifetimes before. And in the wake of a suicide attempt, Edgar
finds himself in the mysterious Darkening Land: a place between
the living and the dead, where old atrocities echo. Drawing deeply
on Cherokee folklore, The Removed seamlessly blends the real and
spiritual to excavate the deep reverberations of trauma—a
meditation on family, grief, home, and the power of stories on both
a personal and ancestral level.

Tidal Flats
With iconic movies like Who's Afraid of Virginia Woolf?, The
Graduate, and Carnal Knowledge, Mike Nichols was the most
prominent American director during the cultural upheavals of the
1960s. Mike Nichols: Sex, Language, and the Reinvention of
Psychological Realism argues that he overhauled the style of
psychological realism, and, in doing so, continues to shape the
legacies of Hollywood cinema. It also reveals that misreadings of his
films were central to foundational debates at the emergence of
Cinema Studies as a discipline, inviting new reflections on critical
dogma. Focusing on Nichols' classic movies, as well as later films
such as Silkwood, The Birdcage, and Angels in America, Kyle
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Stevens demonstrates that Nichols' realism lies not in the plausibility
of his characters but in their inherent mystery. By attending to the
puzzling words and silences, breaths and laughter, that comprise
these characters, Stevens uncovers new insights into the subversive
potential of a range of cinematic elements, and reveals how Nichols'
satirical oeuvre, and Hollywood itself, participated in several of the
nation's most urgent social, political, and philosophical advances.

No Place to Hide
Short Life provides a powerful lens to view life in order to see what
really matters.

The Last Place on Earth
Technology and increasing levels of education have exposed people
to more information than ever before. These societal gains,
however, have also helped fuel a surge in narcissistic and misguided
intellectual egalitarianism that has crippled informed debates on any
number of issues. Today, everyone knows everything: with only a
quick trip through WebMD or Wikipedia, average citizens believe
themselves to be on an equal intellectual footing with doctors and
diplomats. All voices, even the most ridiculous, demand to be taken
with equal seriousness, and any claim to the contrary is dismissed as
undemocratic elitism. Tom Nichols' The Death of Expertise shows
how this rejection of experts has occurred: the openness of the
internet, the emergence of a customer satisfaction model in higher
education, and the transformation of the news industry into a
24-hour entertainment machine, among other reasons.
Paradoxically, the increasingly democratic dissemination of
information, rather than producing an educated public, has instead
created an army of ill-informed and angry citizens who denounce
intellectual achievement. When ordinary citizens believe that no
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one knows more than anyone else, democratic institutions
themselves are in danger of falling either to populism or to
technocracy or, in the worst case, a combination of both. An update
to the 2017breakout hit, the paperback edition of The Death of
Expertise provides a new foreword to cover the alarming
exacerbation of these trends in the aftermath of Donald Trump's
election. Judging from events on the ground since it first published,
The Death of Expertise issues a warning about the stability and
survival of modern democracy in the Information Age that is even
more important today.

Just a Few Sleeps Away
One tiny little sentence can change your life. Ready for it? "God is
here." It may sound obvious at first, but truly understanding these
three words is the key to more happiness, less boredom, more rest,
less rush, more love, less drama, more peace, less fear. A deeply
satisfying life doesn't require a sabbatical, a mission trip, or a New
Year's resolution. As long as God is glorious enough and near
enough, you can enjoy the life that is truly life--not just the cheap
substitutes we've settled for. This book will help you move from just
enjoying the good moments in life to worshiping the God who is
right here, right now. This movement will exponentially increase
your happiness, peace, and contentment. It will allow you to shake
off the guilt and shame of sin and see yourself as God sees you.
Learn how to recognize God's impact on your life and find the joy
he's been waiting to give you.

Pictures at a Revolution
A lively and colourful biography of Hollywood's first Superagent and one of the most outrageous characters of the '60s and '70s whose clients included Barbara Streisand, Faye Dunaway, Michael
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Caine and Anjelica Huston. Acclaimed biographer Brian Kellow
spins an irresistible tale, exhaustively researched and filled with
anecdotes from interviews with over 200 show-business luminaries.
A riveting biography of a woman that charts showbiz as it evolved
from New York through to Hollywood, this book will mesmerise
anyone who loves cinema's most fruitful period.

Make Love the Bruce Campbell Way
Sixty-two of the most accomplished Jews in America speak
intimately—most for the first time—about how they feel about
being Jewish. In unusually candid interviews conducted by former
60 Minutes producer Abigail Pogrebin, celebrities ranging from
Sarah Jessica Parker to Supreme Court Justice Ruth Bader
Ginsburg, from Larry King to Mike Nichols, reveal how resonant,
crucial or incidental being Jewish is in their lives. The connections
they have to their Jewish heritage range from hours in synagogue to
bagels and lox; but every person speaks to the weight and pride of
their Jewish history, the burdens and pleasures of observance, the
moments they’ve felt most Jewish (or not). This book of vivid,
personal conversations uncovers how being Jewish fits into a public
life, and also how the author’s evolving religious identity was
changed by what she heard. · Dustin Hoffman, Steven Spielberg,
Gene Wilder, Joan Rivers, and Leonard Nimoy talk about their
startling encounters with anti-Semitism. · Kenneth Cole, Eliot
Spitzer, and Ronald Perelman explore the challenges of
intermarriage. · Mike Wallace, Richard Dreyfuss, and Ruth
Reichl express attitudes toward Israel that vary from unquestioning
loyalty to complicated ambivalence. · William Kristol scoffs at the
notion that Jewish values are incompatible with Conservative
politics. · Alan Dershowitz, raised Orthodox, talks about why he
gave up morning prayer. · Shawn Green describes the pressure
that comes with being baseball’s Jewish star. · Natalie Portman
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questions the ostentatious bat mitzvahs of her hometown. · Tony
Kushner explains how being Jewish prepared him for being gay. ·
Leon Wieseltier throws down the gauntlet to Jews who haven’t
taken the trouble to study Judaism. These are just a few key
moments from many poignant, often surprising, conversations with
public figures whom most of us thought we already knew. “When
my mother got her nose job, she wanted me to get one, too. She
said I would be happier.”—Dustin Hoffman “It’s a heritage to
be proud of. And then, too, it’s something that you can’t escape
because the world won’t let you; so it’s a good thing you can be
proud of it.” —Ruth Bader Ginsburg “My wife [Kate Capshaw]
chose to do a full conversion before we were married in 1991, and
she married me as a Jew. I think that, more than anything else,
brought me back to Judaism.”—Steven Spielberg “As someone
who was born in Israel, you’re put in a position of defending Israel
because you know how much is at stake.”—Natalie Portman

True Believer: The Rise and Fall of Stan Lee
The blistering story of a young man making his Broadway debut in
Henry IV just as his marriage implodes--an utterly transfixing book
about art and love, fame and heartbreak from the acclaimed
actor/writer/director. Hawke's first novel in nearly twenty years is a
bracing meditation on fame and celebrity, and the redemptive,
healing power of art; a portrait of the ravages of disappointment
and divorce; a poignant consideration of the rites of fatherhood and
manhood; a novel soaked in rage and sex, longing and despair; and
a passionate love letter to the world of theater. A Bright Ray of
Darkness showcases Ethan Hawke's gifts as a novelist as never
before. Hawke's narrator is a young man in torment, disgusted with
himself after the collapse of his marriage, still half-hoping for a
reconciliation that would allow him to forgive himself and move on
as he clumsily, and sometimes hilariously, tries to manage the
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wreckage of his personal life with whiskey and sex. What saves him
is theater: in particular, the challenge of performing the role of
Hotspur in a production of Henry IV under the leadership of a
brilliant director, helmed by one of the most electrifying--and
narcissistic--Falstaff's of all time. Searing and raw, A Bright Ray of
Darkness is a novel about shame and beauty and faith, and the
moral power of art.

The Graduate
An up close and personal portrait of a legendary filmmaker, theater
director, and comedian, drawing on candid conversations with his
closest friends in show business and the arts—from Dustin Hoffman
and Meryl Streep to Natalie Portman and Lorne Michaels. The
work of Mike Nichols pervades American cultural
consciousness—from The Graduate and Who's Afraid of Virginia
Woolf? to Angels in America, The Birdcage, Working Girl, and
Primary Colors, not to mention his string of hit plays, including
Barefoot in the Park and The Odd Couple. If that weren’t
enough, he was also one half of the timelessly funny duo Nichols &
May, as well as a founding member of the original improv troupe.
Over a career that spanned half a century, Mike Nichols changed
Hollywood, Broadway, and comedy forever. Most fans, however,
know very little of the person behind it all. Since he never wrote his
memoirs, and seldom appeared on television, they have very little
sense of his searching intellect or his devastating wit. They don't
know that Nichols, the great American director, was born Mikail
Igor Peschkowsky, in Berlin, and came to this country, speaking no
English, to escape the Nazis. They don't know that Nichols was at
one time a solitary psychology student, or that a childhood illness
caused permanent, life-altering side effects. They don't know that he
withdrew into a debilitating depression before he "finally got it
right," in his words, by marrying Diane Sawyer. Here, for the first
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time, Ash Carter and Sam Kashner offer an intimate look behind
the scenes of Nichols' life, as told by the stars, moguls, playwrights,
producers, comics and crewmembers who stayed loyal to Nichols
for years. Life Isn't Everything is a mosaic portrait of a brilliant and
original director known for his uncommon charm, wit, vitality, and
genius for friendship, this volume is also a snapshot of what it meant
to be living, loving, and making art in the 20th century.

Real Life Drama
Real Life Drama is the classic history of the remarkable group that
revitalized American theater in the 1930s by engaging urgent social
and moral issues that still resonate today. Born in the turbulent
decade of the Depression, the Group Theatre revolutionized
American arts. Wendy Smith's dramatic narrative brings the
influential troupe and its founders to life once again, capturing their
joys and pains, their triumphs and defeats. Filled with fresh insights
into the towering personalities of Harold Clurman, Lee Strasberg,
Cheryl Crawford, Elia Kazan, Clifford Odets, Stella and Luther
Adler, Karl Malden, and Lee J. Cobb, among many others, Real
Life Drama chronicles a passionate community of idealists as they
opened a new frontier in theater.

Can I Go Now?
The extraordinary story of a transformative decade on Broadway,
featuring gripping behind-the-scenes accounts of shows such as
Rent, Angels in America, Chicago, The Lion King, and The
Producers—shows that changed the history of the American
theater. The 1990s was a decade of profound change on Broadway.
At the dawn of the nineties, the British invasion of Broadway was in
full swing, as musical spectacles like Les Miserables, Cats, and The
Phantom of the Opera dominated the box office. But Andrew Lloyd
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Webber’s Sunset Boulevard soon spelled the end of this era and
ushered in a new wave of American musicals, beginning with the
ascendance of an unlikely show by a struggling writer who
reimagined Puccini’s opera La Bohème as the smash Broadway
show Rent. American musical comedy made its grand return,
culminating in The Producers, while plays, always an endangered
species on Broadway, staged a powerful comeback with Tony
Kushner’s Angels in America. A different breed of producers rose
up to challenge the grip theater owners had long held on Broadway,
and corporations began to see how much money could be made
from live theater. And just as Broadway had clawed its way back
into the mainstream of American popular culture, the September 11
attacks struck fear into the heart of Americans who thought Times
Square might be the next target. But Broadway was back in business
just two days later, buoyed by talented theater people intent on
bringing New Yorkers together and supporting the economics of an
injured city. Michael Riedel presents the drama behind every megahit or shocking flop, bringing readers into high-stakes premieres,
fraught rehearsals, tough contract negotiations, intense Tony Award
battles, and more. From the bitter feuds to the surprising
collaborations, all the intrigue of a revolutionary era in the Theater
District is packed into Singular Sensation. Broadway has triumphs
and disasters, but the show always goes on.

Sidney Lumet
A new biography of one of the key composers of 20th-century
American popular song and jazz, Eubie Blake: Rags, Rhythm and
Race illuminates Blake's little-known impact on over 100 years of
American culture. A gifted musician, Blake rose from performing in
dance halls and bordellos of his native Baltimore to the heights of
Broadway. In 1921, together with performer and lyricist Noble
Sissle, Blake created Shuffle Along which became a sleeper smash
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on Broadway eventually becoming one of the top ten musical shows
of the 1920s. Despite many obstacles Shuffle Along integrated
Broadway and the road and introduced such stars as Josephine
Baker, Lottie Gee, Florence Mills, and Fredi Washington. It also
proved that black shows were viable on Broadway and subsequent
productions gave a voice to great songwriters, performers, and
spoke to a previously disenfranchised black audience. As successful
as Shuffle Along was, racism and bad luck hampered Blake's career.
Remarkably, the third act of Blake's life found him heralded in his
90s at major jazz festivals, in Broadway shows, and on television
and recordings. Tracing not only Blake's extraordinary life and
accomplishments, Broadway and popular music authorities Richard
Carlin and Ken Bloom examine the professional and societal
barriers confronted by black artists from the turn of the century
through the 1980s. Drawing from a wealth of personal archives and
interviews with Blake, his friends, and other scholars, Eubie Blake:
Rags, Rhythm and Race offers an incisive portrait of the man and
the musical world he inhabited.

A Bright Ray of Darkness
What you're reading right now is known as the "cover copy," or
“flap copy.” This is where the 84,951 words of my latest book are
cooked down to 350 words or less to capture your
imagination/download. I pondered how to do that. Should I cut to
the chase and reveal pivotal plot points like the one at the end of the
book where the little girl on crutches points an accusing finger and
shouts, "the killer is Mr. Porter"? No. I have too much respect for
you as an intelligent consumer to attempt such an obvious ruse. But
let's not play games here. You clicked your way to this page, so you
either: A. Know who I am. B. Like the cool smoking jacket I'm
wearing on the cover. Or: C. Thought this was a secret link to
Ashley Madison. Is it a sequel to my autobiography If Chins Could
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Kill: Confessions of a B Movie Actor? Sadly, no, which made it
much harder to write. Is it an "autobiographical novel"? Yes. I am
the lead character in the story (coincidentally an actor), and I am a
real person, and everything in the book actually happened - except
for the stuff that didn't. The action revolves around my preparations
for a pivotal role in the A-list relationship film, Let's Make Love!
My Homeric attempt to break through the glass ceiling of B-grade
genre fair is hampered by a vengeful studio executive and a
production that becomes infected by something called the "B-movie
virus" - symptoms of which include excessive use of cheesy special
effects, slapstick, and projectile vomiting. From a violent fistfight
with a Buddhist to a life-altering stint in federal prison, this novel
has it all. And if the 84,951 words are too time-consuming, there are
lots and lots of cool graphics – all of which have been upgraded to
vibrant color since the first publication. I hope you enjoy the book
– and if you learn anything at all about making love, please share it
with me! Regards, Bruce "Go Ahead and Call Me Ash" Campbell

His Very Best
Michael 'Nick' Nichols has for decades created powerful and
eloquent images of iconic wildlife species. His vision is to stir the
emotions of viewers leading to empathy and conservation. Melissa
Harris has provided a sparkling text not just of Nick and his
colleagues at work in the field, but one which provides many
fascinating insights into the conservation issues related to his
photographic quests. Among these are the survival of mountain
gorillas during nearly six decades of civil war in their realm, the
horrendous elephant slaughter for ivory, and the ethics of trophy
hunting, of killing lions for pleasure. This is an illuminating and
honest book about some of the world's greatest natural treasures
and those who strive to protect them.--George B. Schaller, author of
The Serengeti Lion and The Year of the Gorilla A Wild Life is
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Nichols's story, told with passion and insight by author and photoeditor Melissa Harris. Nichols' story combines a life of adventure,
with a conviction about how we can redeem the human race by
protecting our wildlife. The book's two central characters are the
photographer--who journeys from the American South, via the
photographers' co-operative Magnum, to becoming lead wildlife
photographer of National Geographic magazine--and the author,
who travels with the photographer on assignment in Africa, to gain
intimate and deep insight into her subject. Harris's story also draws
on meetings with some of the world's leading ecoscientists--including legendary primatologist, Jane Goodall.

Mike Nichols
An intimate memoir by the controversial and outspoken Oscarwinning director and screenwriter about his complicated New York
childhood, volunteering for combat, and his struggles and triumphs
making such films as Platoon, Midnight Express, and Scarface.
Before the international success of Platoon in 1986, Oliver Stone
had been wounded as an infantryman in Vietnam, and spent years
writing unproduced scripts while driving taxis in New York, finally
venturing westward to Los Angeles and a new life. Stone, now 73,
recounts those formative years with in-the-moment details of the
high and low moments: We see meetings with Al Pacino over
Stone’s scripts for Scarface, Platoon, and Born on the Fourth of
July; the harrowing demon of cocaine addiction following the failure
of his first feature, The Hand (starring Michael Caine); his risky onthe-ground research of Miami drug cartels for Scarface; his stormy
relationship with The Deer Hunter director Michael Cimino; the
breathless hustles to finance the acclaimed and divisive Salvador;
and tensions behind the scenes of his first Academy
Award–winning film, Midnight Express. Chasing the Light is a
true insider’s look at Hollywood’s years of upheaval in the 1970s
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and ’80s.

The Death of Expertise
The novel about an aimless young man in 1960s America that
inspired the classic film: “Moves with the speed and drive of a
runaway locomotive.” —Chicago Sunday Review When Benjamin
Braddock graduates from a small eastern college and comes home
to his parents’ house, everyone wants to know what he’s going to
do with his life. Benjamin has no idea. Feeling empty, embittered,
and adrift, he stumbles into an affair with Mrs. Robinson, the wife
of his father’s business partner. But then he falls in love with a
woman closer to his own age: Mrs. Robinson’s daughter. A
scathingly entertaining tale of idealism and materialism, corruption
and conformity, The Graduate is both a darkly comic love-triangle
tale and a sharp look at postwar suburbia. “He contrives some
ludicrously funny situations and he keeps his story racing.” —The
New York Times Book Review “His novel makes you want to
laugh and it makes you want to cry.” —The Plain Dealer

Spirit Babies
THE STORY: The title character is Georgie Elgin, a faithful,
forgiving woman, whose long years of devotion to her actor
husband, Frank, have almost obliterated her own personality. The
life of an actor's wife is not as glamorous as many imagine. So

The Country Girl
"Mrs. Robinson, you're trying to seduce me. Aren't you?" These
famous lines from The Graduate (1967) would forever link Anne
Bancroft (1931--2005) to the groundbreaking film and confirm her
status as a movie icon. Along with her portrayal of Annie Sullivan in
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the stage and film drama The Miracle Worker, this role was a
highlight of a career that spanned a half-century and brought
Bancroft an Oscar, two Tonys, and two Emmy awards. In the first
biography to cover the entire scope of Bancroft's life and career,
Douglass K. Daniel brings together interviews with dozens of her
friends and colleagues, never-before-published family photos, and
material from film and theater archives to present a portrait of an
artist who raised the standards of acting for all those who followed.
Daniel reveals how, from a young age, Bancroft was committed to
challenging herself and strengthening her craft. Her talent (and
good timing) led to a breakthrough role in Two for the Seesaw,
which made her a Broadway star overnight. The role of Helen
Keller's devoted teacher in the stage version of The Miracle Worker
would follow, and Bancroft also starred in the movie adaption of the
play, which earned her an Academy Award. She went on to appear
in dozens of film, theater, and television productions, including
several movies directed or produced by her husband, Mel Brooks.
Anne Bancroft: A Life offers new insights into the life and career of
a determined actress who left an indelible mark on the film industry
while remaining true to her art.

Stars of David
There's little debate that Robert De Niro is one of the greatest
screen actors of his generation, perhaps of all time. His work,
particularly in the first 20 years of his career, is unparalleled. De
Niro become known for his deep involvement in his characters,
resulting in extraordinary, chameleonic performances. Yet little is
known about the off-screen De Niro--he is an intensely private man,
whose rare public appearances are often marked by palpable
awkwardness, in powerful contrast to his confident movie personae.
In this compelling biography, Shawn Levy writes of these many De
Niros--the characters and the man--seeking to understand the
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evolution of an actor who once dove deeply into his roles as if to
hide his inner nature, and who now seemingly avoids acting
challenges, taking roles which make few apparent demands on his
overwhelming talent. Following De Niro's roots as the child of
artists who encouraged him from an early age to be independent of
vision and spirit, to his intense schooling as an actor, the rise of his
career, his marriages, his life as a father, restaurateur, and
businessman, and, of course, his current movie career, Levy has
written a biography that reads like a novel about a character whose
inner turmoil takes him to heights of artistry.--From publisher
description.

The Removed
A tidy little history of our own messiness

Mike Nichols
An intimate biography of Richard Avedon, the legendary fashion
and portrait photographer who “helped define America’s image
of style, beauty and culture” (The New York Times), by his
longtime collaborator and business partner Norma Stevens and
award-winning author Steven M. L. Aronson. Richard Avedon was
arguably the world’s most famous photographer—as artistically
influential as he was commercially successful. Over six richly
productive decades, he created landmark advertising campaigns,
iconic fashion photographs (as the star photographer for Harper’s
Bazaar and then Vogue), groundbreaking books, and unforgettable
portraits of everyone who was anyone. He also went on the road to
find and photograph remarkable uncelebrated faces, with an eye
toward constructing a grand composite picture of America. Avedon
dazzled even his most dazzling subjects. He possessed a mystique so
unique it was itself a kind of genius—everyone fell under his spell.
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But the Richard Avedon the world saw was perhaps his greatest
creation: he relentlessly curated his reputation and controlled his
image, managing to remain, for all his exposure, among the most
private of celebrities. No one knew him better than did Norma
Stevens, who for thirty years was his business partner and closest
confidant. In Avedon: Something Personal—equal parts memoir,
biography, and oral history, including an intimate portrait of the
legendary Avedon studio—Stevens and co-author Steven M. L.
Aronson masterfully trace Avedon’s life from his birth to his
death, in 2004, at the age of eighty-one, while at work in Texas for
The New Yorker (whose first-ever staff photographer he had
become in 1992). The book contains startlingly candid
reminiscences by Mike Nichols, Calvin Klein, Claude Picasso,
Renata Adler, Brooke Shields, David Remnick, Naomi Campbell,
Twyla Tharp, Jerry Hall, Mikhail Baryshnikov, Bruce Weber,
Cindy Crawford, Donatella Versace, Jann Wenner, and Isabella
Rossellini, among dozens of others. Avedon: Something Personal is
the confiding, compelling full story of a man who for half a century
was an enormous influence on both high and popular culture, on
both fashion and art—to this day he remains the only artist to have
had not one but two retrospectives at the Metropolitan Museum of
Art during his lifetime. Not unlike Richard Avedon’s own defining
portraits, the book delivers the person beneath the surface, with all
his contradictions and complexities, and in all his touching
humanity.

Eubie Blake
A beautifully illustrated two-volume set chronicles the authors' twothousand-mile expedition through wilderness Africa, from the dense
forests of the Congo to the shore of Gabon, featuring remarkable
images of the wildlife of the continent in their native habitat, along
with a detailed journal documenting the real-life experiences of
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members of the expedition.

Queen Meryl
A captivating and inspiring portrait of legendary actress Meryl
Streep and her work, Queen Meryl explores the fearless icon's
trailblazing roles in film, her feminist activism, and the indelible
mark she's left on pop culture. Meryl Streep is the most celebrated
actress of our time. She's a chameleon who disappears fully into
each character she plays. She never tackles the same role twice.
Instead, she leverages her rarified platform to channel a range of
dynamic, complicated women--Joanna Kramer, Karen Silkwood,
Julia Child, Margaret Thatcher, Katharine Graham--rather than
limit herself to marginal roles for which other actresses must settle:
Supportive Wife. Supportive Mother. Supportive Yet Utterly
Disposable Love Interest. Streep will have none of that. The onceawkward, frizzy-haired suburban teen blossomed into a rising
ingénue on the stage at Vassar College and the Yale School of
Drama. She came of age during the women's movement of the '60s
and '70s, and has worn her activism on her sleeve even when it was
unfashionable. When she reached 40, the age when many leading
ladies fade away, Streep plunged forward, taking her pick of parts
that interested her and winning a pile of awards along the way.
Meanwhile, she remained an unlikely box-office draw, her clout
even managing to grow with age: The Devil Wears Prada, starring
Streep as the Anna Wintour avatar Miranda Priestly, scored $326
million worldwide. Journalist and author Erin Carlson documents
all of Streep's Oscars, accents, causes, memes, friendships, and
feuds; also exploring the "off-brand" forays into action-adventure
(The River Wild) and musicals (Mamma Mia!), and how Streep
managed to sneak her feminism into each character. In the spirit of
nontraditional bestsellers like Notorious RBG and The Tao of Bill
Murray, Queen Meryl is illustrated by artist Justin Teodoro and
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filled with fascinating lists and sidebars, delivering joy in homage to
its unique and brilliant subject.

De Niro
The first-ever biography of the seminal American director whose
remarkable life traces a line through American entertainment
history Acclaimed as the ultimate New York movie director, Sidney
Lumet began his astonishing five-decades-long directing career with
the now classic 12 Angry Men, followed by such landmark films as
Serpico, Dog Day Afternoon, and Network. His remarkably varied
output included award-winning adaptations of plays by Anton
Chekhov, Arthur Miller, Tennessee Williams, and Eugene
O’Neill, whose Long Day’s Journey into Night featured
Katharine Hepburn and Ralph Richardson in their most
devastating performances. Renowned as an “actor’s director,”
Lumet attracted an unmatched roster of stars, among them: Henry
Fonda, Sophia Loren, Marlon Brando, Anna Magnani, Sean
Connery, Ingrid Bergman, Paul Newman, Al Pacino, Ethan Hawke,
and Philip-Seymour Hoffman, accruing eighteen Oscar nods for his
actors along the way. With the help of exclusive interviews with
family, colleagues, and friends, author Maura Spiegel provides a
vibrant portrait of the life and work of this extraordinary director
whose influence is felt through generations, and takes us inside the
Federal Theater, the Group Theatre, the Actors Studio, and the
early “golden age” of television. From his surprising personal life,
with four marriages to remarkable women—all of whom opened
their living rooms to Lumet’s world of artists and performers like
Marilyn Monroe and Michael Jackson—to the world of Yiddish
theater and Broadway spectacles, Sidney Lumet: A Life is a book
that anyone interested in American film of the twentieth century
will not want to miss.
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The Designated Mourner
A sweeping yet intimate--and often hilarious--history of a uniquely
American art form that has never been more popular

A Wild Life: A Visual Biography of Photographer Michael
Nichols (Signed Edition)
"A small-town Wisconsin girl living in Chicago with her fiance,
Andrea Haberman flew to New York on her first-ever business trip
late on the evening of Sept. 10, 2001. She walked into the north
tower of the World Trade Center for the first time in her life at 8
a.m. on Sept. 11 and made her way to the 92nd floor--just minutes
before terrorists flew a Boeing 767 into the floors directly over her
head. Just a Few Sleeps Away is a true story of devastating
heartbreak. It is, too, an inspiring story of courage and faith and the
pursuit of justice amid overwhelming grief. It is a book of discovery
about both the endless reverberations of 9/11 and what one victim's
family came to see as the fundamental goodness of America."--P [4]
of cover.

Something Wonderful Right Away
A major work in the writings of Wallace Shawn.

Clutter
Each of us is controlled in some way by shame, one of the ugliest
emotions in human experience. It saps our self-respect, builds walls
between people, and forces us to create elaborate defenses to protect
ourselves. This informative and practical analysis of the role of
shame in our lives helps us to understand the root of our insecurity.
Only by facing and coming to terms with our shame can we begin
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to resolve insecurities and become free to participate fully in life.
Nichols discusses love and worth, the social sources of humiliation,
the frustration of adolescence, and positive parenting, among other
important topics, in this wonderful combination of clinical
sophistication, common sense, and humanity!

Improv Nation
The definitive, revelatory biography of Marvel Comics icon Stan
Lee, a writer and entrepreneur who reshaped global pop
culture—at a steep personal cost “A biography that reads like a
thriller or a whodunit . . . scrupulously honest, deeply damning, and
sometimes even heartbreaking.”—Neil Gaiman Stan Lee—born
Stanley Martin Lieber in 1922—was one of the most beloved and
influential entertainers to emerge from the twentieth century. He
served as head editor of Marvel for three decades and, in that time,
launched more pieces of internationally recognizable intellectual
property than anyone other than Walt Disney: Spider-Man, the
Avengers, the X-Men, Black Panther, the Incredible Hulk, Iron
Man, Thor . . . the list seems to never end. On top of that, his
carnival-barker marketing prowess more or less single-handedly
saved the comic-book industry and superhero fiction. Without him,
the global entertainment industry would be wildly different—and a
great deal poorer. But Lee’s unprecedented career was also filled
with spectacular failures, controversy, and bitter disputes. Lee was
dogged by accusations from key collaborators such as Jack Kirby
and Steve Ditko over who really created Marvel’s signature
characters—iconic figures for whom Lee had always been suspected
of taking more than his proper share of credit. A major business
venture, Stan Lee Media, resulted in stock manipulation,
bankruptcy, and criminal charges. A second one, POW!
Entertainment, has been repeatedly accused of malfeasance and
deceit. And in his final years, after the death of his beloved wife,
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Joan, rumors swirled that Lee was a virtual prisoner in his own
home, beset by abusive grifters and issuing cryptic video recordings
as a battle to control his fortune and legacy ensued. Abraham
Riesman is a veteran culture reporter who has conducted more than
150 interviews and investigated thousands of pages of private
documents, turning up never-before-published revelations about
Lee’s life and work. Lee’s most famous motto was “With great
power comes great responsibility.” Stretching from the Romanian
shtetls of Lee’s ancestors to his own final moments in Los Angeles,
True Believer chronicles the world-changing triumphs and tragic
missteps of an extraordinary life, and leaves it to readers to decide
whether Lee lived up to the responsibilities of his own talent.

Chasing the Light
In the late 1950s, Mike Nichols (1931–2014) and Elaine May (b.
1932) soared to superstar status as a sketch comedy duo in live
shows and television. After their 1962 breakup, both went on to
long and distinguished careers in other areas of show
business—mostly separately, but sporadically together again. In
Nichols and May: Interviews, twenty-seven interviews and profiles
ranging over more than five decades tell their stories in their own
words. Nichols quickly became an A-list stage and film director,
while May, like many women in her field, often found herself
thwarted in her attempts to make her distinctive voice heard in
projects she could control herself. Yet, in recent years, Nichols’s
work as a filmmaker has been perhaps unfairly devalued, while
May’s accomplishments, particularly as a screenwriter and
director, have become more appreciated, leading to her present
widespread acceptance as a groundbreaking female artist and a
creative genius of and for our time. Nichols gave numerous
interviews during his career, and editor Robert E. Kapsis culled
hundreds of potential selections to include in this volume the most
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revealing and those that focus on his filmmaking career. May,
however, was a reluctant interview subject at best. She often
subverted the whole interview process, producing instead a hilarious
parody or even a comedy sketch—with or without the cooperation
of the sometimes-oblivious interviewer. With its contrasting
selection of interviews conventional and oddball, this volume is an
important contribution to the study of the careers of Nichols and
May.

Anne Bancroft
A magnificent biography of one of the most protean creative forces
in American entertainment history, a life of dazzling highs and
vertiginous plunges--some of the worst largely unknown until
now--by the acclaimed author of Pictures at a Revolution and Five
Came Back Mike Nichols burst onto the scene as a wunderkind:
while still in his twenties, he was half of a hit improv duo with Elaine
May that was the talk of the country. Next he directed four
consecutive hit plays, won back-to-back Tonys, ushered in a new
era of Hollywood moviemaking with Who's Afraid of Virginia
Woolf?, and followed it with The Graduate, which won him an
Oscar and became the third-highest-grossing movie ever. At thirtyfive, he lived in a three-story Central Park West penthouse, drove a
Rolls-Royce, collected Arabian horses, and counted Jacqueline
Kennedy, Elizabeth Taylor, Leonard Bernstein, and Richard
Avedon as friends. Where he arrived is even more astonishing given
where he had begun: born Igor Peschkowsky to a Jewish couple in
Berlin in 1931, he and his younger brother were sent to America on
a ship in 1939. The young immigrant boy caught very few breaks.
He was bullied and ostracized--an allergic reaction had rendered
him permanently hairless--and his father died when he was just
twelve, leaving his mother alone and overwhelmed. The gulf
between these two sets of facts explains a great deal about Nichols's
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transformation from lonely outsider to the center of more than one
cultural universe--the acute powers of observation that first made
him famous; the nourishment he drew from his creative
partnerships, most enduringly with May; his unquenchable drive;
his hunger for security and status; and the depressions and selfmedications that brought him to terrible lows. It would take decades
for him to come to grips with his demons. In an incomparable
portrait that follows Nichols from Berlin to New York to Chicago to
Hollywood, Mark Harris explores, with brilliantly vivid detail and
insight, the life, work, struggle, and passion of an artist and man in
constant motion. Among the 250 people Harris interviewed: Elaine
May, Meryl Streep, Stephen Sondheim, Robert Redford, Glenn
Close, Tom Hanks, Candice Bergen, Emma Thompson, Annette
Bening, Natalie Portman, Julia Roberts, Lorne Michaels, and
Gloria Steinem. Mark Harris gives an intimate and evenhanded
accounting of success and failure alike; the portrait is not always
flattering, but its ultimate impact is to present the full story of one of
the most richly interesting, complicated, and consequential figures
the worlds of theater and motion pictures have ever seen. It is a
triumph of the biographer's art.

Five Came Back
A brief description of the history and goals of two improvizational
comedy groups, the Compass and Second City, accompanies
interviews with past members from Mike Nichols to Gilda Radner

Life isn't everything
2020 IPPY Award Winner for Literary Fiction, 2020 NIEA Winner
for General Fiction and Best Cover In this elegant and honest debut
novel by Cynthia Newberry Martin, Cass and Ethan must navigate
that fine line between the things they want for themselves and the
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life they want together, and it appears each will have to make a
choice—the person they love or the life they want. Mary Cassatt
Miller falls for famous photojournalist Ethan Graham. For months
at a time, Ethan’s work takes him to Afghanistan, and Cass,
who’s passionate about her job in Atlanta, wants a husband who
comes home at night. Then, there’s the issue of family?he wants
one; she doesn’t. What they do want is a life together, so Ethan
agrees that after three years, he will stop traveling?whether Cass
agrees to children or not. But for Cass, who grew up with a mother
who didn’t want her and a father who was never home, even
thinking about children troubles her. Nine weeks before their third
anniversary, Cass wonders whether Ethan will try to squeeze in one
final trip to Afghanistan. When he does, she’s unsure if he will
ever give up the work he loves. And if he won’t, well, she will not
repeat the life her parents had. As the clock counts down, it
doesn’t help that Singer, the artist-bartender, is always in Atlanta,
and the enthralling Setara, the subject of Ethan’s most famous
photograph, is also his business partner. Then, a new danger in
Afghanistan changes everything. If you are a fan of books such as
Writers & Lovers by Lily King, An American Marriage by Tayari
Jones, Lost Children Archive by Valeria Luiselli, The Maytrees by
Annie Dillard, or Ladder of Years by Anne Tyler, you’re going to
love Cynthia Newberry Martin’s debut novel Tidal Flats.

3 Words That Will Change Your Life
Am I Meant to Become a Parent? Why Can’t I Conceive? What
Is My Unborn Child Trying to Tell Me? In this reassuring,
supportive, and accessible book, leading clairvoyant and medium
Walter Makichen offers guidance to prospective parents eager to
create a warm, nurturing environment for their soon-to-beconceived-or-born children. Applying the wisdom and insights he
has gained through twenty years of communicating with these spirit
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babies, Makichen helps you resolve issues about starting a
family…actively participate in the psychic process of creating a
child…and move past your worries and fears about becoming
parents. From the seven essential chakras that link our body, mind,
and spirit to why pregnant women are superpsychic, you’ll
discover: * How to create the energy that nurtures spirit babies *
How to understand how past lives and chakras relate to your
unborn child * The conception contract–what it is and what it
means for you and your child * How karmic pairings affect
conception and pregnancy * Why miscarriages occur and what they
can signify Plus spirit babies and guardian angels…spirit babies and
adoption…spirit babies and dreams…and much more Featuring
inspirational examples of couples who are now happy parents, as
well as breath exercises and healing meditations at the end of each
chapter, Spirit Babies tells you everything you need to know to
become the parent you were meant to be. From the Trade
Paperback edition.

Streamers
Four young recruits and two veterans in an army barracks await the
orders that will send them to Vietnam.

Nichols and May
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER From the ingenious comic
performer, founding member of Monty Python, and creator of
Spamalot, comes an absurdly funny memoir of unparalleled wit and
heartfelt candor We know him best for his unforgettable roles on
Monty Python—from the Flying Circus to The Meaning of Life.
Now, Eric Idle reflects on the meaning of his own life in this
entertaining memoir that takes us on a remarkable journey from his
childhood in an austere boarding school through his successful
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career in comedy, television, theater, and film. Coming of age as a
writer and comedian during the Sixties and Seventies, Eric
stumbled into the crossroads of the cultural revolution and found
himself rubbing shoulders with the likes of George Harrison, David
Bowie, and Robin Williams, all of whom became dear lifelong
friends. With anecdotes sprinkled throughout involving other close
friends and luminaries such as Mike Nichols, Mick Jagger, Steve
Martin, Paul Simon, Lorne Michaels, and many more, as well as
John Cleese and the Pythons themselves, Eric captures a time of
tremendous creative output with equal parts hilarity and heart. In
Always Look on the Bright Side of Life, named for the song he
wrote for Life of Brian and which has since become the number one
song played at funerals in the UK, he shares the highlights of his life
and career with the kind of offbeat humor that has delighted
audiences for five decades. The year 2019 marks the fiftieth
anniversary of The Pythons, and Eric is marking the occasion with
this hilarious memoir chock full of behind-the-scenes stories from a
high-flying life featuring everyone from Princess Leia to Queen
Elizabeth.

Avedon
Now a Netflix original documentary series, also written by Mark
Harris, premiering on March 31,2017: the extraordinary wartime
experience of five of Hollywood's most important directors, all of
whom put their stamp on World War II and were changed by it
forever Here is the remarkable, untold story of how five major
Hollywood directors—John Ford, George Stevens, John Huston,
William Wyler, and Frank Capra—changed World War II, and
how, in turn, the war changed them. In a move unheard of at the
time, the U.S. government farmed out its war propaganda effort to
Hollywood, allowing these directors the freedom to film in combat
zones as never before. They were on the scene at almost every
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major moment of America’s war, shaping the public’s collective
consciousness of what we’ve now come to call the good fight. The
product of five years of scrupulous archival research, Five Came
Back provides a revelatory new understanding of Hollywood’s role
in the war through the life and work of these five men who chose to
go, and who came back. “Five Came Back . . . is one of the great
works of film history of the decade.” --Slate “A tough-minded,
information-packed and irresistibly readable work of movie-minded
cultural criticism. Like the best World War II films, it highlights
marquee names in a familiar plot to explore some serious issues: the
human cost of military service, the hypnotic power of cinema and
the tension between artistic integrity and the exigencies of war.”
--The New York Times

Plagued by Fire
Documents the cultural revolution behind the making of 1967's five
Best Picture-nominated films, including Guess Who's Coming to
Dinner, The Graduate, Doctor Doolittle, In the Heat of the Night,
and Bonnie and Clyde, in an account that discusses how the movies
reflected period beliefs about race, violence, and identity. 40,000
first printing.
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